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THE USE OF ECONOMIC INDICATORS. IN FORECASTING
FOR CORPORATE PLANNING

by

BERNARDO M. VILLEGAS
AND A. PEREZ AVELINO *

Introduction.

The focus of this short commentary is the need for econo
mic data by the business executive in his planning function, the
first and most important task of the manager, It is heartening
to note that, especially since the beginning of the seventies, exe
cutives in the private sector are taking their planning responsi
bilities more seriously. This increased willingness to plan is
pal1tly due to the significant improvements in the consistency,
relevance and timeliness of economic data coming from govern
ment and other agencies.

To understand the types of economic data that business ex
ecutives are increasingly requiring for their planning activities,
it may be useful to briefly distinguish among the various phases
of business planning. There is the more long-range type of plan
ning usually referred to as strateg~c planning. This consists in
determining the desired posture of the company towards its var
ious "stakeholders" (e.g., consumers, workers, managers, funds
providers, ete.) at some time in the future, say five years from
now. In strategic planning, which usually culminates in an an
nual conference, the top management of a firm sets long-term ob
jectives. These objectives, however, cannot be set in a vacuum.
There must be some way of determining the external environ
ment that will prevail, say five years from now, as regards in
flation rates (for market and wage objectives), growth of consu
mer or other relevant markets, regional shifts in population and
income, etc. Here long-term plans of the government (like the
Philippine Development Plan, 1978-1982) are increasingly being
consulted bY' business executives.
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Then there is project planning, which is the appraisal of
the costs and benefits (usually called a project) of any activity,
program or expenditure that can be reasonably distinguished and
seperated from existing operations. This phase of planning is
identical to the process of capital budgeting (Discounted Cash
Flow Analysis as the financial executives would call it) . Obvious
ly here, the executives need assumptions about how his markets
and costs will grow during the productive life of the project.
Sales forecasting isa most important feature of project planning.
It is on this area where there is a dearth of information on the
possible independent variables that can be used for forecasting
future sales volumes.

Finally, there is operational plannlng which is basically de
ciding what ,to do with existing nroducts in existing markets with
the use of existing resources. Understandably, thetime horizon
'here usually coincides with the budgeting cycle-one year in most
companies and three years in a few more progressive firms. In
operational planning. short-term goals are set (like a targeted
increase' in sales for avmaximum allowable dncrease in costs)
which are then closelv monitored during the budget veal' (either
monthlv or quarterly). It is dn this monitoring work of execu
tives that economic data fromgovernment agencies are increas
ingly becoming useful. As will be exnlained below, periodic
movements of prices, volumes of production, inter.est 'rates, etc.
are being used to' explain significant variances from budzeted
figures as wellas for necessary adjustments in some of the short
term goals set at the beginning of the budget period:..
General Research Directions

The use of development indicators by the industrial econo
mists of the Center for Research and 'Communication lies mainly
in the field of economic forecasting for corporate nlanninz. Spe
cifically, this has ail impact on the' economic envirorimental ap
praisalacbivities of business nlanners, In a few instances, these
indicators also heln business firms to do a more thorough apnral
sal of their strengths and weaknesses (called corporate appraisal)
by 'enabling them to compare themselves to certain' industry stand-

, ards. ' .

The forecasting research activities at CRe can gener-ally
be grouped under. two main headings. One would be economic
monitoring and the other would be forecasting proper. In both
these activities, the emphasis is more exploratory than normative.
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"In other words, the forecaster works on the basis of what useful
information is available before conducting the analysis rather
than specify' the way in which analysis should be done before ge
nerating the needed information. To a very large extent, there
fore, the forecasting research activities conducted by some CRC
staff members rely on the type of information provided by the
government statistical agencies.

But this is not to say that our industrial economists have re
lied exclusively on information provided by government agencies.
There have been instances when 'it was felt necessary that they
zenerate some of the information they needed for their research.
Two instances that can be cited are the development of the follow-
ing indicators: "

1. Proieci Primodex: In response to the' need to monitor
inflationary conditions relevant to different types of
employees in the Metro Manila area, the project was
launched, with the cooperation of a fewIarge corpora-

'tions in 'the area, in 1971. The project consisted in a
survey of emnlovee household expenditures. On the basis
of the results of the survey, three sets of nrice indices
constructed as cost-of-living measures' Of 'low, middle
and hizh incomes emnlovees of these corporations that
have above-averaze salary and wage rates. Most of the
nrices used' in 'the indices are rezularlv obtained from
Central Bank's Department of Economic Research arid
the Bureau of Commerce. 'Annually, theF,riends Of

CRGare sunplied with these statistics and this is timed
at around October when marty corporations are in the
process of prepar.ing budgets.

, ,

2. Indust1-ial Indicators: In order to arrive at an up-to
date indication of 'industrial performance, the CRG-ME.
RALCO Industrial Indicators series was launched in
1971. These indicators are constructed out Of electricity
consumption estimates of industries -in 'the Meralco
franchise areas. Clearly, the assumption here' is that in
dustrial electrical consumption is indicative of activity
levels in manufacturing. The principle of measuring
input usage instead of units of output has been found
to be very convenient and has been in use in the United
States for a long time now.' While there are clearIimi
tations in this approach such as the tendency to under.
estimate activity levels in the face of energy, conserva-
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tion measures and its being concentrated in the Metro
Manila area (.although this is mitigated by the fact that
much of manufacturing activity does occur in the area)',
the indicators have a distinct advantage in the extremely
short lag time before they can be made available, Where
as other manufacturing indicators currently have a lag
time of at least one quarter, the CRG-MERALCO Indus
trial Indicators Clan be made available with lag time of
only 1 or 2' weeks. This is aside from the fact that they
are made available on a monthly basis. Such indicators
are important for the corporate appraisal activities of
business firms since they provide up-to-date standards
with. which they can measure the business firm's per
formance against that of the .industry to which ,they be
long or that of the whole manufacturing sector.

In spite of the fact that: forecasting research at CRC is more
exploratory than normative, this paper contains some suggestions
as to what are the more important indicators that can be deve
loped on the basis of their potential Impacton the planning func
tion of the business firm.

Aside from the foregoing, there is another trend in fore
casting research at CRC which has a direct bearing on its use
of 'development dndicators. And this is in ,the increasing empha
sis that is given to sectoral rather than aggregate forecasting re
search. From a reading of current research directions, there is
less ,fascination about coming- out, with a "grand total" in terms
of research results. This phenomenon, as can be gleaned from
some ten years' experience of 'communicating to the private busi
ness sector, can understandably be attributed to the more speci
ficdnformationalirequlrements of businessmen. ' Provided that
thereis the disciplineof checking and re-checking for consistency,
the impact that more specific, disaggregated analysis can have on
business planning, will likely be, considerable. Perhaps this can
be considered as a general" thrust in developing indicators.

. .

~lonitoring Research

Economic monitoring forms an integral part of forecasting
research. This activity has the purpose of capturing the more
recent trends that can have a beaning on future developments.
As a formal, regular systematic activity, economic monitoring at
CRG is af'airly new f.ield, although the theoretical underpinnings
of such an exercise have been laid as early as ten years ago, It
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was the desire to regularly assess general economic performance
against targets specified in the Philippine Development Plan that
spurred the institutionalization of economic monitoring at GRC.
This monitoring work is parallel to the control systems in many
firms who periodically analyze budget variance.

Economic monitoring, as well as forecasting, organized at
CRG along three functional areas: markets, production, and
finance. These really constitute 'the three ways of looking at the
economy and, theoretically, the general' conclusions that can re
sult f.rom the analysis of one area holds for the other areas.

At present, there are a number of indicators used for moni
toring market, production and financ.ial conditions. Aside from
the theoretical: basis for their use in monitor-ing, the 'shortness of
lead time for their availability serves as a major criterion for
their choice. Outlined below are the indicators for each of the
functional areas:

1. Market Conditions

In monitoring domestic market activity, two seg
ments are being watched. The f,irst is the consumer
market and the indicators used for domestic consumer
market activity are merchandise export receipts as pro
v.ided by the Central Bank land government cash opera
tions as provided by the Bureau of Treasury. Export re
ceipts is considered because of its income impact, parti
cularly in the rural areas. Government cash operations
.is used on the basis of the principle that government,
through its receipts, removes money from the domestic
system and, through its disbursements, infuses money
into the system. For the investment market, imports of
raw machinery and equipment provided by the Central
Bank is used as the indicator. As a summary market
Indicator, a Business Environment Index can be cons
tructed as a composite of the following indicators:
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GB gross sales index and CRlC-MERALCO Indus
trial Indicators (for the consumer market)

Imports of raw materials and supplies (for the input
market)

Cement sales and machinery imports (for the invest
ment .market)
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As a signal associated with market conditions and closely
watched by businessmen, inflation is being monitored as
some sort of a summary indicator. A number of infla
tion indices are currently in use: NCSO's CPI-Philip
pines, GB's CPI-Manila and the Wholesale Price Index,
and CRC's Project Primodex.

2. Production Conditions

There is a relative dearth in timely indicators that
can be used for monitoring production conditions. This
is particularly true for agricultural production since
there are normally no production statistics that are gene
rally available on a monthly, or even on a quarterly
basis. As a proxy, export volumes of major agricultural
crops could be used but there are clear limitations (as
exhibited last year in the case of sugar when export
volumes expanded dramatically when production .was be
lieved to be on a decline) and the .relatively longer lead
time prevents regular use in monitoring. A very rough
indicator that is presently in use is rainfall patterns, al
though this, too, has clear and serious limitations. This
can be complemented by information on the prices of
key agricultural commodities. For industrial produc-.
tion, the CRC-MERALCO Indicators and imports of raw
materials and supplies obtained from GB are used. A
signal that has a direct bearing on production conditions
is the foreign exchange rate. There are two measures
of the price of foreign exchange used in monitoring.
One is the generally available interbank' guiding rate
expressed in pesos' for every dollar, But because of im
portant economic developments affecting the exchange
rate situation, the Center constructed a trade weighted
index of the price of foreign exchange as an alternative
measure on the basis of OB's statistics on external trade
by country of destination/origin and weekly currency
quotes obtained from Neuunoeek.

3. Firiancial Conditions

Monitoring financial conditions is built simply on
the basic demand and supply principles. Supply forces
are indicated by money supply - 2 (which includes
savings and time deposits) and money supply - 3
(which includes either bills payable or deposit substi-
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tutes). On the demand side are indicators constituting
the different elements of the need for funds such as
import pavments, inflation rates and industrial produc
tion. Summarizing the financial situation is the prevail
ing interestrate which is the price resulting from both
demand and supply forces. There are three kinds of
rates used: 30-day commercial papers for corporate
liquidity, interbank call loans for bank liquidity and the
weighted money market average asa summary measure.

The present elementary nature of the monitoring technology
outlined is indicative of the extent of improvement that can be
attained, possibly even with just marginal improvements in the
type of statistical information available and in shortening lag
times. From the standpoint of economic monitoring for the en
vironmental appraisal functions of businessmen, it may even be
said that greater impact can be generated from imorovements
made dn the latter rather in the former area. •

Forecasting Research

Monitoring results are key inputs for forecasting research.
At CRG, forecasting research is conducted at two levels. First,

. there is the attempt to develop °a quarterly forecasting capability
and this ·is a natural outgrowth of the monitoring activity. Second
ly, there is a .forecasting research based on annual estimates .
.This is the more institutionalized portion of CRC forecasting re
search.

Forecasting on the basis of annual estimates was essentially
based on the national income accounting framework so that pro
duction forecasts are really extensions of value added estimates
constituting Gross National Product by sector of origin and mar
ket forecasts are extensions of the components of Gross National
Product by expenditure. Forecasting research for finance is more
closely aligned with the framework for the quarterly monitoring
exercise.

While this aggregative type of forecasting activity is still
being conducted by the Center, there is, as earlier stated, in
creased emphasis on sectoral forecasting on .a quarterly-estimate
basis. This is largely due to the demand for far more disaggrega
tive information coming from the users of forecasts. The intel
lectual framework here is akin to that followed in the monitoring
activity and it has the following basic premises:
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1. There are three basic signals that generally affect all
business operations: the inflation rate, the foreign ex
change rate and the interest rate.

2. Readings of these three "business signals" can go a long
'Way in explaining the present state of the business-eco
nomic system, as well as its prospects .

a. The inflation rate is the barometer of market condi
tions. It affects and is affected by the amount of
spending going on in the economy.

b. The foreign exchange rate is the barometer for pro
duction conditions. It is crucial variable for foreign
exchange-using and foreign exchange-earning pro
ducers in the country.

c. The interest rate is the barometer for financial con
ditions. It is indicative of the conditions facing sour
ces and uses of funds in the economy.

3. Within this context, the three "business signals" are
equivalent ways of looking at the three facts of the eco
nomy - as a market system, as a production system, and
as a financial system.

Much work is still to be done in developing this type of fore
casting- capability. Further to this, ongoing 'research is conducted
in both monitoring and. forecasting indicators at the industrial
level. All these are investments made in the Genter's continuing
efforts to be of greater assistance to the country's business plan
ners.

.Presently Perceioed Needs

As the major purpose of this dialogue is perhaps the estab
lishment of congruence between producers and users of develop
ment indicators, this occasion is taken to outline some for deve
loping indicators on the basis of the needs of business planners as
perceived in the course of the Center's extensive dealings with the
private business sector.

1. Regional Indicators: Given the fact the different re
gions in the country are in fact diverse in terms of eco
nomic performance, there is a clear need for a system
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that can generate timely indicators of regional perform
ance. This will require carrying out the challenging
task of identifying the critical factors affecting regional
performance as well as the establishment of the 'forking
process that' can transmit timely information about these
factors.

2. Government Operations : Given the greater impact go
vernment operations canhave onthe economy, access to
information pertaining to actual versus planned govern
ment operations is valuable for the planning purposes of
not only the private business sector but also that' of go-
vernment:' ,-,

3. Survey of Expectations: Given the subjective influences
on decision-making, there is a need for the systematic
conduct of surveys of consumer and investor expecta
tions covering mainly planned expenditures.

4. Retail Sales: Given the absence of a more direct indio
cater of the very large consumer market, there is also
a need for retail sales indicators." .' .

5. CQ;pacity Utilization: Given the capital-scarce nature
of the economy, capacity utilization measures are critical
in monitoring the use of capital resources and in guiding
the private 'business sector ininvestment planning.

6. Inventory Levels:' The need f(lr an indicator of inven
tory levels is related not only to Improving the capability
of measuring. and monitoring investments but also the
market and production planning capability of the pri
vate business sector.

It is hoped that with the development work done in the
above areas, more than.proportionate benefits' can be realized
in terms of considerably improved public and private decision
making.
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